EXHIBITION  
APRIL 24 - AUGUST 22, 2024
RUTGERS ART LIBRARY | VOORHEES MALL | 71 HAMILTON STREET | NEW BRUNSWICK

11 INDIVIDUAL FINAL PROJECTS IN THE RUTGERS MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE PROGRAM

VERNISSAGE
Wednesday, April 24, 2024
4:30-6:00pm
OPEN ADMISSION

Asia Wright
Conjuring a black feminist space that acknowledges the life of Sojourner Truth

Avery Kaplan
Mapping Desire: Queer spaces in New Brunswick

Bronson D. Gallagher
Weaving green infrastructure into adaptive reuse development: A focus on suburban office landscapes

Danielle Daboll
Preparing the forest: Designing intersections between Montessori and nature-based education

Jacob Oberwanowicz
Toxic Floods: Analyzing the preparedness of contaminated sites in New Jersey for climate change

Jordan Upadhyay
Green streets for people: Evaluating the experiential performance of green street design

Katharine Schumacher
Designing active commuting corridors to school: Investigating the walkshed landscapes within safe routes for students

Kathleen Hammerdahl
Safari: A great adventure

Jay Gandhi
Using GIS and literature to conceptualize NYC’s futurity

Katharine Schumacher
Designing active commuting corridors to school: Investigating the walkshed landscapes within safe routes for students

Lain Lomery
Saving two birds with one façade: Landscape design for urban wildlife habitat & bird-building collision prevention

Verona Wang
Game on! Connecting the young generations and historic landscapes through the digital history visualization tool

PARKING
Please note, parking at the Art Library and on the College Avenue campus can be tricky depending on the time of day. You can buy a one day a visitor parking for $5 that is valid at all New Brunswick student lots. Please purchase that permit in advance using this link: https://ipo.rutgers.edu/dots/permits/visitor-parking